
I was sitting on the couch when she told me the story about a woman whose body is fragmenting 
through teleporting travel. It was either before or after I was separated from part of my own body. 
In the story the woman desperately tries to retain the parts of her body, herself, that keep splitting 
away. She creates makeshift devices to hold on. They are all too porous or not strong enough.

A limb
A brace
A buckle
Two ties

I was sitting at my desk, looking at the computer when she showed me the video. The voice was 
di�erent, but the thoughts were the same. 

A semi-porous material
Cleaning, purifying, separating
A passageway with doors
A lake

I was sitting on the couch again, a di�erent living room, but the same couch, when she played the 
track for me.  A woman walks into a lake, but she does not drown. The lake seems to be made for her 
body, obscuring all but what is necessary. Her unseen feet feel their way across the lake �oor, 
guiding her movements. Her head glides steadily across the surface, visible and vulnerable.

A lake
A walk
A walk in a lake
A protective smile

I was sitting on the same couch in the same room when I heard the piece. This time I listened alone. 
A new voice, reading carefully. I could see the descriptions and I recognized fragments of 
conversations over the phone. I wondered if the well-kneaded words that remain are mine, 
or another friend’s, or hers. I was sitting at my desk this morning when I listened again. This time 
I noticed the body moving, exterior and interior.

A gesture
A thought
Cuts in a �lm
A blinking eye
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A passageway

doors

inside, outside

a net
�ltering

letting in, letting go

holes

distillingCocktails

Separating

aerating

a pattern 
to be repeated each day

arriving, leaving

a photo

A lake

zeolite membranes

a box �lled with air

front and back

left and right

top and bottom

suspension

a body hanging in space

of disbelief

Louis Bourgeois’ Arch of Hysteria

dismembered

otherworldly

She asked about being 
drawn and quartered, 
but I don’t remember

some molecules, 
not others

like a compass

navigation

a body of water

a picture of a lake

a walk

a walk in a lake

submerged

severed

separated

the body moves,
upright

only her head was 
visible, vulnerable

letting in, letting out

compromise

feet moving along 
the lake bed

sand, silt
toes touching

breath

a tight smile

protecting

water

pulling

washing away
tides

holding on

In my dreams, I’m afraid of water 
until I remember I can swim.
I navigate the water, carefully suspended

disorienting reorienting

preserving

a body in water

protein suspended in water

A woman teleports

losing parts of her body

losing control desperate

devicesto preserve

to hold on

trying to remain whole

a brace
a belt

a buckle

ties and loops

what must be let go

I remember thinking 
I’d gladly give up my 
arm

to look in the mirror
and notice something missing,
a shock each time

roots

putting down roots

rhizome

rhizophora

brackish

eroding

loss

loss of limbs

loss of self

loss of habitat

cycles

of the body

starting, stopping

suspended

A threshold

skinthe edge of a lake

touch

To wipe

to the body

salt

salty skin

sweat

creating a block to preserve, 
then maneuvering around it

a split in time

traumatic
events
time

Somatic practice

the body moves

fresh water

salt water

land becomes sea
allowing in, 
shutting out

some above, some below

a method for multiplying

below the 
surface

Surfaces

away

crumbs

love

lover

caretaking
preservation

palms

thighs
unwanted

letting in,
keeping out

accidental

A table

a couch

a desk

the �oor

of the water

a plate

consuming

tension
surface tension

to break

an emulsion

oil dripping, slowly
into water

a picture
a story

her story

bubbling up to
the surface

a warm breath

she breathes

I wonder if the story is mine, 
or another friend’s,
or hers

in out
her breath

two did not 
survive


